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Double pole of theS matrix in a double-well system
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~Received 11 February 2001; published 15 November 2001!

We discuss the interaction between two resonant states in a quantum double-well structure. The behavior of
the resonant states depends on the coupling between the wells, i.e., the height and width of the barrier that
separates them. We distinguish a region with resonant tunneling and a region where the two resonances repel
each other. The transition between the two regions is marked by a double pole of theS matrix.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lately, the interference effects of resonances and, in
ticular, the occurrence of a double pole of theS matrix has
been examined frequently@1–5#. Several, widely different
systems where double poles can occur have been ident
such as atomic states in intense laser fields, general
channel systems, and other systems. Recently Hernande
co-workers@6# have investigated a model with two spheric
cavities bounded byd-function barriers and shown that
double pole of theS matrix can be induced by tuning th
parameters of the model.

In this paper, we study the interaction between two re
nances in a one-dimensional quantum system with a do
square well. In our opinion it is, besides being more gene
than a model with singular potentials, more suitable fo
physical discussion about the genesis of the double pole
ing concepts such as coupling and tunneling. This two w
structure has been previously investigated by Faistet al. in
the context of the design of a semiconductor laser with
inversion@7#. In their work the emphasis is on the interfe
ence between two optical paths. Here, we shall be conce
with the genesis of the double pole and its relation to
internal structure of the system. To our knowledge these
pects of the double-well system have not been describe
the literature.

As model problem we take the motion of a particle in
one-dimensional potentialV(x) governed by the Schro¨dinger
equation

2
1

2

d2

dx2
c~x!1V~x!c~x!5Ec, ~1!

in units wherem51 and\51. The potentialV(x) has the
form of a double well as shown in Fig. 1. Between the in
nitely repulsive wall atx50 and the free space atx.x4
where V50, there are two square wells separated by t
square barriers.

The aim of our calculation is the study of resonances
this system by inspection of the poles of theS matrix and to
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show how a double pole is formed and to discuss how
marks the transition between two different scattering
gimes.

The model contains eight parameters, i.e., the positi
xi ( i 51,2,3,4) and heightsVi ( i 51,2,3,4) of the four dis-
continuities of the potential. We have chosen here to fix
of the parameters (V1 ,V2 ,V4 ,x1 ,x32x2 ,x42x3) and to
vary the depth of the outer wellV35V and the thickness o
the inner barrierx22x15D.

We start by looking at the interaction between a reson
state that resides in the first well and a resonant state
resides in the second well. We are especially interested
how this interaction depends on the parameterD, the dis-
tance between the wells, which measures the coup
strength between the two wells. Therefore, we study how
lifetime and position of the resonant states evolves whenD
changes.

The Schro¨dinger Eq.~1! is solved exactly. The solution in
each segment@xi ,xi 11# is

c~x!5Ai sin„Kix1d i~E!… when xi,x<xi 11 , ~2!

where the momentumKi is related to the potentialVi in that
particular segment of space

Ki5A2~E2Vi !. ~3!

The phase shiftsd i(E) andd i 11(E) in two successive seg
ments are related by the logarithmic derivative at the e
xi 11 that separates the two segments.

a-
: FIG. 1. The quantum double-well structure is such that we h
two resonant states, one in each well, with almost equal energ
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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tan„Kixi 111d i~E!…

Ki
5

tan„Ki 11xi 111d i 11~E!…

Ki 11
, ~4!

which results in the relation

d i 11~E!52Ki 11xi 111arctanS Ki 11

Ki
tan„Kixi 111d i~E!…D .

~5!

Since the solution fits the zero-boundary condition at
hard wall inx50, we know that the phased0 of the solution
in the first well is zero. By successive application of t
matching condition~5!, we find an exact expression for th
phase shiftd(E). TheS matrix is then

S~E!5
11 i tand~E!

12 i tand~E!
. ~6!

With this exact expression of theS matrix we can locate the
position of its complex poles

E5Er2 iG/2. ~7!

These poles are found by an algebraic computer package
searches for the zero minima of abs„12 i tand(E)… in the
complex-energy plane.

II. RESULTS

The model parameters are now chosen in such a way
for weak coupling between the wells, there is only one re
nant state in each well and these states have nearly e
energyE1'E2 and vastly different widthG1!G2. This can
be done by choosing a large value ofD, for which the wells
are weakly coupled, and to adjustV so that the system ha
one doublet of resonant states. So forV150, V254, V4
54, x151, x32x251, x42x350.3, D52, and V51.04
we find two resonant states with complex energiesE1
52.492 i0.003 94 andE252.432 i0.309, i.e., the two reso
nances have nearly equal energy but totally different wid
Resonance state (E1 ,G1) resides in the inner well and i
narrow since it has to tunnel through two barriers to esca
whereas resonance state (E2 ,G2) resides in the outer wel
and is broad since it is confined by only a thin barrier.

We then decrease the thicknessD of the barrier and study
the behavior of the two resonances. This is done by follo
ing theS-matrix poles in the complex-energy plane. The
sults are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows the trajecto
that S-matrix poles follow in the complex plane. Figure
shows the individual dependence ofEr andG on D. We also
consider the occupation probability of the two wells

P1~E!5E
0

x1
uc~E,x!u2 dx

and

P2~E!5E
x2

x3
uc~E,x!u2 dx.

They are shown in Fig. 4 forD50.5 andD51.5.
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III. DISCUSSION

We distinguish two regions. ForD.1.1, both complex
poles attract each other, the resonance energies rema
almost equal. The narrow resonance broadens while
broad resonance gets narrower. This situation correspond
resonant tunneling. The coupling of the two wells increa

FIG. 2. Trajectories of theS-matrix poles for decreasing dis
tanceD between the wells. In the first figureV51.04, in the second
V51.03. The numbers in the figure indicate the thicknessD. Units
are dimensionless, sincem51, \51, andx151.

FIG. 3. The position and width of the resonant states for e
thickness of the barrier. The depth of the outer well isV51.04. One
notices a sudden transition between the resonant tunneling an
level-repulsion regime. In unitsm51, \51, andx151.
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the tunneling probability out of the inner well. Meanwhile,
hinders the outward tunneling from the outer well, as
particle can now tunnel more easily into the inner well a
make a detour before it goes to the continuum. From Fig
we see that the occupation probabilities of the two wells
in antiphase. The states are localized in the wells and
resonance either one of the wells is occupied.

For D,1.1, the coupling has become strong enough
that the two resonances are delocalized and belong to
double-well system as a whole. A thinner barrier will i
crease the coupling and force the two states to repel.
resonant state goes up in energy, the other down. The w
of one increases because it has more energy to tu
through the barriers. The width of the other gets sma
because it has less energy to break through the barriers.
the plot~Fig. 4! of the occupation probabilities shows a po
tive correlation. At resonance, both wells are occupied.

Finally, we arrive at a situation whereD50 and the bar-
rier has vanished. We have now one broad well with t
resonant states with totally different energies.

The trajectories change dramatically, when we slightly

FIG. 4. The energy dependency of the occupation probabili
P1(E) andP2(E). For a distanceD51.5 on top, forD50.5 below.
In units m51, \51, andx151.
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ter the bottom of the outer well toV51.03. The trajectories
of this system are displayed in Fig. 2~b!. Compared to Fig.
2~a! they interchange their identity beyond the transiti
point whenD.1.1. From this we conclude that, at a critic
value of the second parameterV, the trajectories at the tran
sition point aroundD51.1 will degenerate into a doubl
pole.

The features of the mechanism of interfering reson
states in a double-well system can also be seen if other
rameters of the model are taken as variables, e.g., the he
of the dividing barrier rather than its thickness and the de
of the inner well rather than of the outer well. If we shou
start with two resonant states that differ seriously in ener
the transition from ‘‘resonant tunneling’’ to ‘‘level repulsion
would not be so pronounced, i.e., the starting point of le
repulsion would not be so clear. However, a transition w
certainly take place. We speak of a transition region, wh
the coupling is intermediate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the interference of resonances
the degeneracy into a double pole of theSmatrix in the case
of a double-square-well system. Because the exact analy
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation is available, the scatte
ing wave functions and the trajectories ofS-matrix poles can
be easily analyzed in detail.

We have shown that this simple, yet physically meanin
ful, model contains all the relevant aspects of the interfere
mechanism.

We have demonstrated that the double pole marks
transition between two different scattering regimes: the re
nant tunneling regime for weak coupling and the lev
repulsion regime for the strong-coupling situation.

We suggest that this analysis is generic and can also
useful to classify scattering regimes in other systems w
double poles. An example is a multichannel system, wh
we identify a weak-coupling regime where resonant sta
are described by a one-level approximation@8# and a strong-
coupling regime where different resonant states interfere
a multilevel formula is necessary@9–11#.
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